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Homme, es-tu capable d'être juste? C'est une femme qui t'en fait la
question; tu ne lui ôteras pas du moins ce droit. Dis-moi? Qui t'a donné
le souverain empire d'opprimer mon sexe? Ta force? Tes talents? [...]
L'homme seul... veut commander en despote sur un sexe qui a reçu
toutes les facultés intellectuelles; il prétend jouir de la Révolution, et
réclamer ses droits à l'égalité, pour ne rien dire de plus.
—Olympe de Gouges, Déclaration des droits de la femme (1791)
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Great art does not exist independently of important ideas, of a life's pupose or of social and political context. A
piece of literature is not only to be judged on purely technical ability and the pleasure it brings to the reader.
When we at TFF talk about stories needing to be both "beautiful and useful", we are really making a false distinction. The aesthetic enjoyment and appreciation of a piece of art depends in large part upon the meanings
behind the artistry. The medium and message are intrinsically entwined, not only because you cannot tell a
good story badly (just as you cannot kill for pacifism or fuck for virginity), but because the message is the medium. The story is the art, as much as the use of language is.
The greatest storyteller, therefore, is not just a person who has the linguistic skills to write good description,
natural dialogue, pacy action and credible characters. She or he must also care about the world, know what is
wrong with it, and have a burning need to do something about it. Every action, whether committed willfully or
in ignorance, either improves something in the world, or reinforces the status quo. So does every work of art.
What then, when you learn that somebody whose writing you have admired, whose work you think of as improving the world, turns out to be someone who deliberately worsens the world daily? What do you do when
you learn that the author of one of the cleverest scifi novels you've read, such as Ender's Game, is a religious
bigot and an active homophobe? What do you do when a seminal writer like Harlan Ellison repeatedly, publicly
commits acts that are verbally aggressive, racist, sexist and physically abusive? When your favourite author,
musician or artist comes out in support of a political position you find abhorrent?
What do you do when you discover that you yourself, who are surely better than these people, implicitly go
along with the Western literary tradition's neglect of and discrimination against women, people of nonEuropean descent and the disabled? You don't make excuses and say you didn't mean it, or it was an accident;
you learn that even accidents that reinforce the status quo are part of the problem.
How are you going to make the world better today?
Djibril Alayad, August 2009
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The Overdue Protocols
by Alexander Burns
how the soft creatures treated their
young, the robot had decided it was not
entirely insulting.
"Thanks, Tal!" one of the youths
called as it—he—scooped a book from
the counter and raced toward a parental
unit standing by the exit. Taliba paused
to check the monitor. Indeed, the boy had
taken an actual book—Dear Mr. Henshaw, by Beverly Cleary, written over a
century ago. An actual, physical book
had not been checked out of the library in
three years; usually the library patrons
downloaded the electronic versions to
their portables. Taliba noted that the
young adult fiction shelves on the third
floor would likely need straightening
then went about her business.
Three weeks passed, with tedium as

Taliba had not left the Parksville Library
since the automation upgrades sixty five
years before. A series of mag rails installed in the floors, walls, and ceiling
allowed Taliba unlimited access to every
corner of the five-story building. Though
most texts were digitized and available
on the first floor at any computer terminal, humans supposedly still had an affinity for the pulpy tree remnants of centuries long past.
Taliba spent a great deal of time dusting the unused upper floors.
The library patrons liked to refer to
Taliba as a "her," though there was nothing particularly feminine about the machine’s boxy shape, voice, or disposition.
At first, Taliba resented the seemingly
arbitrary designation, but after seeing
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terrupted and calmly informed Taliba that
the number had been out of service for
some time and that the library should do
a better job of keeping up with its patrons. Taliba calmly informed comm central to fuck off and hung up. The library
computer glared at her disapprovingly.
Taliba punished herself by pulling from
storage every issue of Cosmo magazine
and neatly displaying it on the third floor.
The next day, Taliba initiated stage
three of the protocols. She ordered the
library computer to pull the wagon from
storage while she closed and sealed the
upper floors. The computer could handle
the day-to-day business of the library for
a few hours.
Taliba mounted the wagon, a wheeled
sled built specifically for the unlikely
event that she would need to leave the
confines of the library. She hovered a
few inches above the flat, dusty surface
of the sled on the same magnetic technology that lined the interior of the building.
The computer uploaded the last known
coordinates of the Kerr household to
Taliba's memory banks, then wished her
luck.
For the first time since coming online,
Taliba left the library. She guided the
wagon across the parking lot and onto the
sidewalk. On the street, cars zipped past
on their own mag lev generators. Humans
gazed curiously at her from the windows
of their vehicles. Taliba realized how old
and obsolete her wagon was compared to
the hover cars, and noted that she would
need to submit an upgrade request upon
her return.
The Kerr family lived just a few miles
from the library. Taliba observed the
houses as she passed them. Within a few
blocks of the library, modern upscale
houses rose above neatly manicured
lawns. Large, shiny, and overly elaborate
vehicles lurked in driveways and car-

usual at the Parksville Library. Attendance reached the usual summer highs,
keeping Taliba busy. Then one evening,
at midnight, a monitor chimed for attention.
Taliba's neck servos whirred and pivoted to allow her cubical head to peer at
the screen. A late book! The first since...
ever, in Taliba's time in the library, anyway.
Taliba stared at the blinking red box.
She searched her databanks for exactly
what to do. These particular protocols
had never been activated. Step one was a
monetary fine and a lock on the patron's
account. She initiated a fine of five dollars each day. Taliba hummed quietly,
satisfied that the wheels of justice were
turning. She noted that the ledgers would
need updating then went about her business.
Another week passed. The blinking
red box appeared again with no prompting and provided the offender's name—
Jeffrey Kerr. The protocols offered no
further guidance until the book was at
least two months late. The computer
seemed concerned, but Taliba shook off
the thought. A computer, concerned! Ridiculous! She sounded like a human!
Still, Taliba set a reminder to let her
know when the two months had passed.
She considered reprimanding the computer, then realized how foolish the concept was and punished herself by performing a complete inventory of the late
20th century self-help books on the
fourth floor.
Two months passed, and the library
computer dutifully chimed at midnight.
Jeffrey Kerr had failed to return the book.
Taliba initiated stage two of the protocols; she activated the library's communications system, keying in the Kerr phone
number on file. After a few long beeps,
the communications central computer inThe Future Fire 2009.17
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ports. Even the
post boxes looked
down on Taliba
and her quaint little wagon. She
stopped making
optical
contact
with the fancy
electric eyes and
focused on the
sidewalk.
As she proceeded,
the
neighborhood
scaled down. The
homes lost their
sheen and shortened until they
positively squatted
on
overgrown
grass lots. The vehicles drooped and
increasingly featured mismatched
paint schemes and
dents.
Finally,
she
came to the proper
address. The Kerr
household fared
little better than
those around it. A
large
scorched
landing pad dominated the scrabble
yard. A small sign
nearby advertised
Kerr
Orbital
Freight and featured a crude logo
of a small shuttle surrounded by stars.
The sign also listed the phone number
Taliba had attempted previously.
A fatigued woman answered the door,
hair in disarray. Heavy bags sagged beneath her eyes. Taliba searched her memThe Future Fire 2009.17

ory banks and matched her face to Esme
Kerr, an occasional visitor at the library
and mother of Jeffrey. Her soft face managed to simultaneously smile and frown
as she recognized Taliba.
"Mrs. Kerr," Taliba said, "your son is
4

the conversation, though, Esme jogged
up to the door, the book in hand. Slightly
out of breath, she handed the text to
Taliba with an apologetic smile.
"Here you go," she said. "So sorry
about that. Hope we didn't cause any
trouble?"
Taliba observed Esme's tight grip
around Jeffrey's fragile shoulders. Her
optics zoomed past the humans to the
photographs on the far wall, pictures of a
happy family of three—Esme, Jeffrey,
and a man wearing faded jeans and a
grease-covered shirt. A picture of the boy
and the man seated on ripped leather
seats, immersed in aging consoles and
worn flight sticks. Taliba saw Esme's calloused digitus medicinalis decorated by a
simple band in the pictures—a ring absent from the weary female standing in
the doorway. Taliba looked at the book,
dog-eared and worn, faded from heavy
use. She made a show of scanning the
book's bar code before extending her arm
back toward Jeffrey Kerr.
"My apologies," Taliba said. "There is
some mistake. This is not the library
copy."
Esme frowned. "I... but, this is... "
"I can only assume the boy has lost the
original library copy," Taliba told her. "I
will mark it as such and order a new copy
from the Congressional Branch. As Jeffrey is a minor, no further action or debt
is necessary on the part of the Kerr family."
Esme looked totally baffled, but Jeffrey snatched the book from Taliba’s
hand and raced back inside.
"My apologies for the inconvenience,
Mrs. Kerr," Taliba said. She bowed her
head and ordered the wagon to take her
back to the library. As the sled wheeled
away, Taliba noted that the inventory
would need to be updated.
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in possession of a library book, currently
overdue by two months. Previous attempts to contact your household have
failed."
"Oh my gosh," Esme said. "I'm so
sorry. Our phone got turned off a while
back. I'll go find it." She vanished from
the doorway.
With the parental unit absent from the
entryway, Taliba saw the rest of the
home. The carpet had seen brighter,
fuller days, as had the paint. A small television mounted on the wall flickered with
bad reception. Suddenly, the young Jeffry
Kerr bounced into sight and ran to the
door to peer up at Taliba.
"Hey, Tal!" he waved.
"Jeffrey," Taliba said in what she
hoped was a disapproving tone, though
she only had one tone.
"My dad flies a spaceship!"
"I noticed."
"He flies stuff into space for people!"
Taliba narrowed one optical receptor.
"That must be very exciting."
"Yeah. He took me once a long time
ago."
The boy fell silent. Taliba waited for
him to continue, but he said nothing further. She rotated her head to look at the
empty launch pad, then back to the boy,
whose attention had turned to a toy truck.
"So, I suppose your... dad is in space
now?" Taliba wondered if the youngster
had left the book aboard the male parental unit's vehicle.
"Yeah." The boy's face fell. "Mom
says he might not be back. I guess he's on
a long run. He always talked about a
moon route. I think he went to the
moon."
Taliba performed a encyclopedia
search and concluded a lunar trade route
to be unlikely based on the size of the
launch pad. Before she could continue
5

Neap Tide
by Don Norum

Illustrations © 2009 Robin Kaplan

Pham and his mother and father lived on a
floating platform along the southern arm of
land enclosing Cat Ba Harbor. Weathered
grey wooden planks lashed to blue-wrapped
bales of styrofoam and stoppered drums
stretched across the calm waters in a regular
grid. Loose green netting plunged down
from the edges of each cell into the green
water, trapped schools of fish swirling in
tight spirals within.
One dimple held horseshoe crabs, degenerate trilobites reduced from armored lords
of the stygian oceans to oddball delicacies;
another held squid and cuttlefish. Dirtpacked metal canisters swung in gentle currents from the fringes of the platform as ballast, swarms of molluscs encrusting the
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rusted steel.
Their house stood in the center of the
sprawl, blue tin eaves above green-painted
walls. Pham walked along, the boards bobbing beneath his feet, ladling meal into the
tanks, mending nets, greeting the buyers
from the serried ranks of hotels nestled along
the shore with their backs to the mountains.
They came in motorized skiffs, prows
bouncing high above the spray, and paid in
dollars, Euro and dong. Pham's father saw
them for special orders, large quantities, the
occasional tourist fisherman or restauranteur
insistent on coming along to see the local
flavor.
When he was otherwise unoccupied, he
sat under the shade of the roof and read
6

nailed to the floor for Black-Eyes and stumbled out onto the deck.
"Son, are you feeling well?"
Pham blinked as he nodded. His father
gestured to the kayak.
"How about you paddle out to Monkey
Island and spend a day or two there camping?"
Pham opened his eyes wide.
"Can Black-Eyes come? Will you come
with me? What about the fish?"
"Yes, yes, calm down. See, there's a second seat—Black-Eyes can go with you, so
long as you take good care of him."
"Of course, of course!"
"I'll be along in a day or two. And don't
worry about the fish—business has been
good lately, we've sold most of the catch,
and Trien will look after the rest while we're
gone. Okay?"
"Yes!" Pham started to run around the
deck, grabbing spare rope, bottles of water,
calling all the while to Black-Eyes. "Monkey
Island! Monkey Island! Monkey Island!
Monkey, monkey, monkey Island!" BlackEyes popped his head up from behind the
stoop and sprang over the threshold, hopping
from board to board barking.
His father reached out and grabbed his
shoulder.
"Wait." Pham's face perched on the edge
of a cliff. "I've already packed the kayak for
you; it's ready to go."
Pham smiled wide and ran to pry the covers off the cargo compartments. They held
rope, sandals, bottled water, dried fish, a
hammock, everything he needed. He skipped
inside and ran back to hug his smiling
mother. If he noticed the faint lines at the
corners of his parents' mouths, or the worrying tilt in their eyebrows, he didn't show it.
Black-Eyes walked to the edge of the
boards and stopped, sniffing at the bobbing
Pham woke in the still, early hours of the hull. Pham pulled the stitched-up remains of
morning, before the sun had done more than an old lifejacket down off a hook and
peek up between the islands hidden in the clipped the floatation cells around Blackdistant haze. His father stood on the platform Eyes's back before setting the pup down inlooking out over the waters, a battered red side the front seat of the kayak.
With a last wave back to his parents
kayak tied up in front of him. Pham put a
dish of rice into the bottom of the old jug standing arm in arm, he slipped into the back
through tattered, water-swollen books, looking up and listening every minute to hear if
the yearling Shepherd Black-Eyes had fallen
into one of the tanks again.
One evening his father missed dinner, sitting crouched on the edge of the planks,
watching the junks roll out towards the sea.
They'd been leaving since early afternoon,
the flotilla of rowboat peddlers falling behind their wakes one after another, called
offerings of goods and services vanishing
into a steady puff of diesel smoke from burning engines.
As the last of the running lights merged
into the channel markers, and lights flickered
off in hotels room after room, he spoke a few
quiet words to Pham's mother and set off towards shore. He'd never seen the boats of
tourists leave like this before, and he had
fished here since the military abandoned the
island to tourism in the fifties.
He pulled himself along in a steel-shell
coracle and stopped to chat at each platform
he passed, floating into pools of fluorescent
lights at the corners of shacks and exchanging worried murmurs below the chuffing of
generators.
Midnight had long since passed before he
returned, Pham sleeping on a blanket in the
open air, Black-Eyes curled on his chest, tail
tucked over nose. The town stretched across
the shore had been dead for hours, even the
wandering gangs of knockoff youths armed
with cellphones who shouted down to
skinny-dipping tourists from the landings
above and gathered in circles with stacks of
Bia Hanoi cans. The last of their calls had
sounded before the sun went down.
Pham's father talked with Pham's mother
for a long time before the two of them fell
into a shallow sleep.
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rice, lapped from cupped hands of water, and
then yawned out asleep on the flat top of the
boat, gentle warmth in the cool shadow.
Pham lay the oar across his lap, propped into
a crack in the wall to hold them in place, and
let his head fall to his chest as he slept
through the worst of the heat.

seat and untied the mooring line there, reaching forward with the paddle to lift the forward loop free of the cleat on the deck, draping it into the front well for Black-Eyes to
paw at. Pham lodged the blade of the paddle
into a crack in the wood above the nearest
barrel and pushed off, kayak dipping and
bobbing beneath him.
Clear of the platform, the only other boats
on the water far off in the morning haze, he
hunched his head an inch and shrugged into
a life jacket.
The blades of the oar bit deep into the water and the two of them slid off across the
blue-green bay, a light spray speckling fiberglass, tanned skin and fur.

The tide had pushed well up onto the strip
of white sand on the sheltered side of Monkey Island, so Pham could glide over the
submerged shoals of rocks and old metal
rods and wreckage without hulling the kayak
or shattering the delicate red fronds of coral.
Tourist trips often pulled up onto the
beach—he could see the small white railing
of the official welcome kiosk up at the edge
of the forest—so even though dusk was soon
approaching, and the only boats he'd seen
that day were steaming out of the bay, he
continued on, heedful of the plaintive whimpers of Black-Eyes at so many trees, so
close.
A half-hidden cave yawned up and out
over the water halfway around the island,
accessible by the mud flats at low tide and
the ocean now when the waters rose. A combination of currents and tides had shaped a
small beach inside of rough pebbles and bits
of broken glass, still sharp from their sudden
deposition.
Pham pulled in and peered around in the
dim light reflecting off the waters outside, as
Black-Eyes bounded off the bow and ran
halfway up towards the fallen rocks at the
back of the chamber before hauling up a leg
and letting loose. He'd sleep here tonight,
and in the morning go around the island and
find a spot in the forest to make camp and
wait for his father.
The government didn't allow any of the
bay people to live on the islands other than
Cat Ba, sending them onto their floating
platforms and ships moored in place by frozen anchor lines and barnacles. Lack of
money kept them from Cat Ba itself, more
than any number of laws or regulations.
Still they came, tying up on the rocks and
hopping out to gather clams and crabs in the

Outside of the sheltered bay, the currents
from the South China Sea swirled and cut
around the hundreds of islands, catching unwary rowers and pulling them off course.
Pham kept to the seaward side of the islands
he passed, planning to give himself an easier
afternoon. The tourist junks that plied the
waters off of Hanoi chugged past, diesel engines churning the water, sounding like the
helicopters that now and then passed far off
in the distance.
Vendors sat with shipped oars, bobbing in
the swells as he coasted past, racks of Oishii
Shrimp Puffs and Sprites filling the boat,
robbing them of room to lie down. The sun
blazed high in the sky, a fierce eye-burning
brightness veiled by clouds. Black-Eyes
whimpered and tried to crawl down into the
shade of the footwell, climbing back out
when the stifling heat from the fiberglass
oven became too much.
Pham felt the skin of his legs prickle
every time they rubbed into the unsealed fibers, and he dipped one short blade into the
bay to send them into a gentle turn towards
the eaves of a limestone karst.
There was no place to pull the kayak
ashore, porous rock rising almost straight up
out of the depths, so he glided to a stop underneath a dangling cord left there by some
fisherman and tied up in the shade. BlackEyes scarfed at a few pieces of fish and some
The Future Fire 2009.17
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yards of heavy rocks protecting him from the
cave mouth, a million tons and more of
mountain above him.
The light still reached them, skipping off
the pools of water dotting the mud flats and
illuminating the cave in black and white
shadow. Pham saw the boulders silhouetted
against the back wall of the cave in front of
him, the stark white glare bouncing and casting itself even further back into the earth beyond.
A minute passed, and then the roar came,
a great continual rumbling as if the island,
bored with a single sundering crack, had begun to disintegrate into pieces, dissolving
into the ocean with a rolling thunder that
went on long after he had closed his eyes and
started rocking back and forth, Black-Eyes
pawing at his chest and shoulders, crying out
in fright.

shallow waters alongside shore. A few, like
Pham and his father, would risk the patrols
to spend a day or two, now and then, feeling
the solid ground beneath their feet, sleeping
in hammocks strung between stationary
trees.
His father had packed a small lantern in
the kayak, which Pham wound up and used
to illuminate a low shelf of rock back along
the right hand wall. He spread a blanket out
there, pulled the canoe up above the high
water mark, making sure to keep his feet inside the footprint of his sandals as glass
crunched and ground underfoot, and went to
sleep with Black-Eyes curled up on his
chest.

He woke after midnight, roused by BlackEyes's gentle whimpering. Pham sat up, and
the puppy hopped off to the ground and scurried underneath a protruding hunk of limestone. A growling rumble came from outside
of the cave mouth, though he could see nothing in the pale moonlight that shone across
the mud flats.
Pham made his way down to the shore
and walked a little ways outside. From there,
he could see the fierce red light burning on
the horizon. As he watched, a brief burst of
light flared up into the sky and subsided
back into the fires below.
A triple crack split the air, as if the mountain above him were breaking asunder, and
three white lines whipped across the sky towards Cat Ba and the mainland, coming
from the north. He stood there, rising dread
gripping his stomach in a writhing clench,
until his courage failed him and he sprinted
back into the cave, sandals sticking in the
mud behind him, glass cutting into his heels
and toes.
Pham stooped to grab Black-Eyes, pulling
him from his hiding spot, and clambered
one-handed over the boulders at the back of
the cave. He went until he could see no
more, then went on until the cool open air
vanished to be replaced with the stale stuffiness of old stone and small places. Only then
did he stop and hunker down, dozens of
The Future Fire 2009.17

Two days passed before he ventured out
of the cave. The first day he spent back
among the rocks, emerging only for a few
minutes around midday to gulp down water
and food before relieving himself and returning. On the second day, at low tide, he
walked a few feet out from underneath the
overhang of the roof to look at the sky.
Great black clouds hung overhead, dark
and still. Ash fell from above in a light
shower, soon captured and washed away by
the lapping wavelets. Off on the horizon,
visible in the noontime twilight, a red glow
licked at the sky.
Pham returned to the cave, clutching
Black-Eyes. His father wouldn't be coming.

On the third day, Pham took stock of his
provisions and knew that he would have to
leave the cave. He took a short knife in a
wooden sheath on a cord and a bottle of water and set out. Black-Eyes followed along
behind, running skip-skip-ski-dip across the
sucking mud and slimed rocks of the flats.
He angled around the island and came up
on the beach, white sands mixed with fragments of coral and a multitude of shells. Bits
9
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of glass, less numerous but larger than those
in the cave, and discarded wine corks, flipflops, and scraps of tarpaulin marked out the
high-water line.
Pham sawed a short length of bamboo off
from a grove at the forest's edge and gave it
a rough point with three short chops of the
knife. Clams and abalone clung to the exposed rocks, and these he pried or hammered
off and stuffed into his pockets. A crab scuttled along the bottom of one of the muddy
pools of saltwater and, with a deft jab,
crushed the legs on its right side. It tried to
run away, digging the edge of its carapace
into the muck like a grounding ferry, and
The Future Fire 2009.17

Pham plucked it up behind the claws.
He needed water, for himself and BlackEyes. Back in the cave, he looked through
the cargo bin on the kayak and found the
large tin pot his father had put in, painted a
chipped black with a short spout coming off
of the clamped-down lid. Pham took it out
on the beach and filled it with seawater before setting it down in the sunlight. Burying
a bottle in the cool mud up to the lip, he ran
a short hose from inside the pot to its mouth.
In a few hours, the bottle would start to fill.
The clouds above had swept away with
the brisk morning breezes, but it would be a
week before Pham would trust the rain to
10

cave, feet lodged into sandy hollows, staring
at the gentle waves and watching for the approaching ripples. The angle of the shadow
at the outer edge of the calm water continued
to tick along past noon.
Black-Eyes swam up on the shore underneath the overhang emerged shaking his fur.
He had taken to swimming out to the island
and hunting on his own there, taking clumsy
birds and, Pham suspected, the occasional
monkey caught on the beach, far from the
safety of the trees. The water bottles stayed
topped off by the still, the food he plucked
from the shallows filled his belly, and the
cave protected him from the worst of the
sun.
Weeks had passed without a tourist junk
mooring offshore, without a long line of
white-skinned Westerners arrriving around
the island in bright canoes, hopping out on
shore with shiny black cameras. Perhaps if
he had seen just one rowboat pass over the
horizon, heard the whump-thump of a single
solitary diesel engine, Pham would have
considered leaving.
He walked around the island every day
after gathering enough food for the evening.
When the tide was high he clambered along
the rock shelf just below the surface of the
water, and when it was low he strode across
the squelching mud.
In the absence of artificial sounds, his
gaze sharpened. He could pick out the rubber
sole of a discarded shoe from a hundred
yards, see the sparkle of sunlight off of
brown and green glass, washed clean and
sticking up from the mud like razored grass.
He found a scrap of discarded tarp a meter square and, gathering three corners together and tying them off with a length of
cord pulled from the plastic frame of a pair
of glasses, he made a bag to hang at his
waist. As he walked along the coral beaches
he picked up the wine corks, plastic packages, and baggies that washed ashore at the
high tide mark. At first he would only walk a
short way before the bag filled and he returned to the shade of the cave to sort out the
useful items.
Several lengths of rope, scraps of fabric

drink.
Black-Eyes curled up in a hollow in the
rock below the hole where Pham cached the
morning's harvest, away from hungry birds
and dogs alike. Pham walked up the beach,
past the small kiosk into the forest, in search
of scraps of dry wood for a fire.
Great ferns grew out of the powdered
limestone, and small trees sent out roots that
cracked the friable stone into soil-sheltering
gaps. He had only managed to find a few
handfuls of fallen branches and brown leaves
when he heard a shrieking cry, soon taken up
and echoed by a small multitude.
Creeping forward, Pham stayed low, sheltered in the undergrowth, until he found the
edge of a small clearing. Peering inside, he
saw a metal cage as large as the hut on his
family's platform, a dozen golden monkeys
grabbing at the bars and shouting. A small
shack stood nearby, open on three sides with
a thatched roof and a small hammock inside,
strung behind a low table.
One monkey stretched out its paw again
and again, trying to claw at the latch to the
cage and falling short. Pham saw the shredded remains of fruit peels on the mesh floor,
the water dish reduced to a thin film of
muck. He clenched his teeth in a convulsive
shiver amid the damp heat and stepped out
into the clearing to release the captive monkeys. Hooting and calling, they ran off into
the forest towards the shore, eager for the
proffered snacks and water bottles of the
tourists they were accustomed to.
Pham stood for a minute and listened to
their departing hoots and then, with quick,
furtive tugs, pulled an armload of thatch
from the roof and hurried back to shore.
Enough water had collected in the bottle
that he could cook the shellfish and crab, so
he took the fuel back to the cave and piled it
up on the dry gravel. Returning to the beach
to fill a cooking pot, refill the still, and fetch
Black-Eyes and the food, he soon had a
small fire blazing in the darkness, thin soup
bubbling on top of a tripod of stones.

Pham sat on a rock by the mouth of the
The Future Fire 2009.17
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ened. No matter—he had scoured the shores
and mud flats for garbage already, hauled the
sodden driftwood onto shore to dry for fuel
and dug up the sunken rebar to inter under a
cairn of the mountain itself.
Every day less and less washed up, until
his two hands were more than sufficient to
repair the damage brought in by the tides.

that could be cleaned and dried and used to
distill more water, filling a couple of small
glass bottles still intact, and a disposable
cigarette lighter, the translucent reservoir
cracked open but the flint and striker still
aligned—his bounty for a month.
He tried to burn the plastic, but the grasping tentacles of black smoke found his lungs
and doubled him over coughing, so he carried it over the rocks to the back of the cave
and buried it there in the middle of a circle
of boulders, tossing handfuls of dirt and
smaller stones in with it to compact the mixture. The glass he washed in the ocean, let
dry on ledges, and then tossed down deep
into a crevasse where neither he nor BlackEyes would risk stepping on it. From time to
time he would go back there with a torch of
bound palm fronds and watch the firelight
reflect in a fury of greens, browns, and redoranges off of clear glass.

Six months after he first landed on Monkey Island, Pham stood on the shore and listened to the sound coming from across the
bay. It was too loud to be a tourist boat—he
would have seen it by now—and too regular
to be the outboard on a skiff. Black-Eyes
stood beside him, eyes squinted out over the
shining waters.
The helicopter swung into view around
the island opposite, bright red lines crossed
on the side of a white hull. It spun in place,
scanning the shore, and then made to set
down a hundred yards to Pham's right. He
stood staring as the sand scoured past his
face and the wind tore at the ragged shorts
tied around his waist.

The shore lay at the water's edge, pristine
and unsullied. Pham walked along the mud
flats or in the shallows, even when the beach
was dry and accessible, so that when he sat
at the cave mouth and looked back he could
see no trace of his presence. The small kiosk
he had broken down for fuel, digging up the
concrete footers and dragging them back to
the cave to bury on top of the plastic. Every
now and then he would see a troop of monkeys venture down to the surf, one or two
perched in trees to watch for Black-Eyes.
Pham had celebrated the birth of a trio of
babies one week by spending two days and a
night wrenching the cage free from the slab
beneath and, snarling, had slammed the
hardened steel bars against the cement until
both gave. Into the plastic grave they went,
dirt and rocks thrown down on top and
stomped firm to finish the burial.
Some of his own tools were breaking
down with the months. The pot he used for
water grew corroded and thin with rust and
caked salt until he poked a finger through the
side. Into the burial mound. The ribbons
making up his tarp-bag separated and widThe Future Fire 2009.17

"Jesus, Gord, is that a kid and a dog down
there?" Howard asked. He passed the binoculars across. Gord spun the focus dial,
flipped his glasses up onto his forehead and
spun it again, then nodded.
"Yes, indeed it is." He tapped the pilot on
the shoulder and stabbed his hand down towards the beach. Howard fumbled in his
pack for the Vietnamese phrasebook.
"Is he a native?"
"Nobody is supposed to live on these islands," Gordon shouted back over the dying
rotors. Pham still stood looking at them.
"Then did he come from Cat Ba?"
"Nobody was supposed to be alive on Cat
Ba."

The two men jumped out and walked forward under the spinning blades, plain shirts
and slacks marked with the red cross. Their
12

hands spread out, palms up, coming in
peace. Pham watched them come as BlackEyes sat down.
"Good afternoon! Hello!" one of them
called out. Pham raised a hand and waved
once.
"Do you need a doctor?" the other read
off from a pocket card, intonations flitting to
and fro.
"No."
"Do you need food or water?"
Pham shook his head.
"Is there anyone else here?"
Pham turned and walked back along the
shore towards the cave, glancing back once
or twice at the men. They turned and
chopped a hand signal to the pilot, then set
off across the sands after him.
Pham pulled the kayak up out of the water
and levered it into a natural cradle of limestone as the men lit flashlights and stared
around the gloom beneath the overhang. He
picked up the few jars and pieces of fabric
and pots he still had left and tucked them
into the aft cargo compartment, then fastened
the lid over them.
With that, save for a litter of empty shells
and bits of chitin clustered by the water's
edge, the cave was clean. The two men stood
calling out into the darkness as Pham walked
out and waited for them on the beach.
They gestured to the helicopter and
helped him along as he climbed in.

☯

months..."
"We were supposed to be picking up
corpses, Gord, rad-burned skeletons. I think
we can handle a dog."
They pushed Black-Eyes forward until
Pham caught hold of the dog's scruff and
half dragged him into the cabin, where he
found a nook beneath a jump seat and curled
up whimpering.
Howard and Gordon secured the rear
doors and jumped in as the rotors spun up.
"Odd, isn't it."
"Oh?" Gordon looked away from the horizon. Pham sat in the back, fingers kneading
the back of Black-Eyes' neck.
"Kid's left on the island six months, does
what?" Howard asked. "No shelter save for a
damp cave, eating shellfish every day, just
sitting around."
"Dog was there, too. Goes a long way,
beats the hell out of a volleyball."
"Sure, but you'd expect something more.
A sign for help, an open fire, lean-to, even
just a stockpile of food and water. I mean,
look at it—" he gestured to the window as
the island fell away below them "—you'd
never know that someone was living there
for six months. Absolutely no sign."
As the coral sands fell away below them,
a breaking wave washed up to subside foaming in the middle of the grid left by the landing skids. A pair of swim goggles, elastic
cracked and one lens missing, fell out of suspension and buried itself into the wet sand in
the middle of the empty beach. The
tide was coming back in.

"Are we gonna let the dog come?"
"He won't come if it doesn't, I'll bet,"
Howard said.
"Diseases? Living on an island for six
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Shadows in the Mirror
by Todd Thorne

Illustrations © 2009 Chris Cartwright

"When are you coming home, Rache?"
"Don't start with—"
"You promised your father and me."
"Bye, Mom."
"Two years are up. Come home. Get
your life together."
"Love you."
The cell phone beep severed Mom's reply.
Her derisive words still whispered in
Rachel's skull though, words like: irresponsible, reckless, lazy, stupid, shit. Always
the same lecture, ever since Rachel's selfproscribed probation had lapsed two
months ago. With each passing week Mom

injected a bit more venom.
The cell phone warbled an irritating
ditty: inbound text message from an unknown sender.
Got to get those ring tones reassigned.
Rachel snapped the phone up. Her
thumbs twitched, ready to tap out an emphatic 'bzz off mom.'
U CMITD: TIL DEATH DO WE PART
In the corner of the cell's display, a tiny
filmstrip icon winked. One new snapvid
waited. Same as before with two similar
text messages on two prior phones.
"You're a real sick bastard, Edward," she
said as she previewed the vid.
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house guest. Daysee languished in neglect.
Until now.
The vid played.
A neon-saturated Toykyo manga bar,
stuffed with aficionados, greeted her. The
view panned to the main door just as Daysee
shoved through. Her Daysee, an innocent
young cherry blossom, toted two garish
semi-automatics bearing grossly exaggerated
clips. Daysee smirked, leveled the guns, and
raked the bar with lead. Avas disintegrated
in the fullisade, their ava body particles mingling in PlaySpace's perfectly modeled physics. Headshots, heart shots, exploding entrails, shredded limbs—her Daysee spared
no one.
Rachel deleted the vid after thirty elapsed
seconds of the four-minute runtime. She
bolted, got two steps from the toilet, and
emptied her stomach in a single, protracted
heave.
An hour later she left the cellular store
with her fourth new phone and number in the
last two weeks. The sales nerd and his manager weenie offered considerable sympathy,
more than the previous times. Each had
urged her to call the cops, also more vehemently than they had before.
The message and snapvid proved untraceable. Naturally. Edward was anything but
brainless. Only the User ID associated this
occurrence to the prior ones.
Trykstr
Between the two of them, she still hadn't
figured out who Edward intended for the
connotation of that.
Back at Rachel's apartment, Mom didn't
answer the call at first. In Rachel's mind, she
pictured her frowning at the 'UNKNOWN
CALLER' display, muttering, "Who the hell
is this?" Then, the earful over the latest new
phone number segued into a particularly fervent lecture about her cyber stalker and the
urgent, obvious, don't-be-stupid-Rachel need
for police intervention.
Absolutely. Very dangerous. Must be
more careful.
She almost felt twelve again, busted for
freewheeling through chat rooms just to torment the pervs.

It was Daysee this time. He'd found her—
somehow—though Rachel had kept her secret. She hadn't even logged into PlaySpace
for seven months prior to the breakup.
She paused the vid's opening and
squeezed her eyes shut.
"Hiiiiee, Dayseeee!" Momoko said in her
Asian trill of practiced English. "Welcome to
Toykyo. Here, fun is always." Excitement, so
tempting and infectious, gushed from the
youngest daughter of her exchange host family.
On the occasion of Daysee's first visit,
Momoko sported a new manga-inspired ava
incongruent with her bubbly demeanor: a
drab, westernized, antiquated schoolgirl, like
a Quaker but with big, dewy eyes. Momoko
loved standing out in a crowd, anything to be
wildly different. Given where she lived, Daysee could understand why.
Their first train tour together awe-struck
the imagination. Anime puppets and figurines ruled the city, a playground of impossible structures that fused modern Japanese
tomoe swirls into symmetric stacks of more
traditional up-swooped layers.
Mount Fuji was a massive Jenga heap;
anyone could topple and rebuild it at will.
Godzilla forded Toykyo Bay. Daysee took
two breathtaking rides atop his bumpy Legoblock head.
In a Shinjuku Gyoen make-stand beneath
a never-ending cascade of cherry blossoms,
she built robot avas; ten copies of herself, to
roam across her new island home and
stream back the rich experiences.
Daysee laughed and laughed. She was an
innocent child exploring a limitless toy store
no dream could ever rival.
"Take me everywhere, Momoko. I want to
see all of it."
But she never did.
Back in meatspace indifference seized
Rachel, the dizzy PlaySpace allure dulled by
mundane reality, constant demands and endless distractions. The robot avas expired,
their stream captures ignored. Momoko
moved on, her owner intolerant of a no-show
The Future Fire 2009.17
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home, family and school; though never in
her imagination had she expected to find and
actually live the dream. Not in any world,
virtual or otherwise.
Three months ago, against her better judgment, she'd caved: she met Edward for the
first time in meatspace. The encounter, including sex that same night, was so far removed from what Tarabeth and Midknight
shared, it rattled her. The brutal, ugly reality
bitch-slapped her face.
Edward was a freelance game designer, a
ten-year veteran since dropping out of Stanford. He was the epitome of geekdom, right
down to the loaf of bread and pop-top cans
of ravioli in his pantry, the three T-shirts and
two pairs of jeans that comprised his wardrobe, and the tiny apartment furnished with
numerous computers and peripherals, one
scuffed card table, three mismatched folding
chairs, and ancient mattress and pillow
tossed on the living room floor.
Edward rated as a true wizard of his craft.
He excelled within his work's ecosystem like
no one else could; he just wasn't worth a rat's
ass otherwise.
Rachel had her first taste of revulsion that
initial night, but only fleeting jolts. Her denial suppressed, without mercy, every classic
warning sign. Even lying in the gloom naked
and cold atop the ratty mattress soaked by
their sweat and other mingled fluids, her
mind refused to accept any possibility of a
relationship less ideal than the one shared by
Tarabeth and Midknight.
Over the weeks following their first fleshmeet, she knew the revulsion would peak
and inevitably triumph. It did two weeks
ago, when she broke it off. Everything. All
worlds included.
Edward just wasn't prepared to accept her
final decision.
Rachel logged into Yahoo and found one
e-mail of consequence waiting. It had arrived, no surprise to see, just before she'd left
the cellular store, coming from Trykstr.
THAT WAS RUDE. AGAIN. WHILE I
MIGHT BE INCLINED TO FORGIVE YOU
MAKING THIS ESPECIALLY DIFFICULT,
JESSE CANT. SHES VERY UPSET WITH

She withheld, again, two important facts
from Mom. One, she actually knew the
stalker. And two, they were married.
The ecru Romona Keveza, all folds and
filigree lace swirls, fit Tarabeth fabulously.
It had been a neat trick to secure the dress
and the 787 Chapel-in-the-Clouds aircraft.
No feat of magic appeared beyond Midknight's powers, at least, not in DreamSpace,
the world they shared.
The Jesuit priest's ava looked like Charlton Heston fresh off the set of The Ten Commandments, long, scraggly beard included.
He was eloquent and inspired declaring the
eternal union of Tarabeth and Midknight as
they soared above the clouds in the world's
highest sanctuary with 200 of their virtual
friends bearing witness.
The 787 dropped them, sans guests, in
Tibet for a two-week long Honeymoon-atopEverest. Like a true jet-setter, Midknight had
prearranged everything. Tarabeth found her
every want, fancy and desire waiting.
Fantastic as it was before the wedding,
married sex was storybook, even at 10,000
feet at the first base camp wrapped snug in
an Armani sleeping bag intended for one.
Midknight was a masterful, caring lover,
first seeing to her burning needs before
peaking his own pleasure, time and again.
At over 40,000 feet, they summitted toward the end of week one and, in the rarified
air, celebratory Irish coffees never tasted
better. Tarabeth reflected upon how everything in DreamSpace was enlarged and enhanced well beyond the norm. Anticlimactic
as the subsequent descent was, she sought
and found pure bliss in simply being the
wife, confidant and lover of a devoted, powerful, affluent provider.
DreamSpace became heaven.
That had been four months ago, at the
conclusion of a year-long virtual courtship
during which Rachel had simply enjoyed her
escape into the globe-trotting socialite she
knew she'd never, ever be. Two years earlier
as a confused, deluded seventeen-year-old,
that kind of life had tempted her to quit
The Future Fire 2009.17
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Which nagged her.
Trojan slug must have known about the
other slugs all along. So what else did he
know?
While trojan slug extracted the strategic
roadmap and intellectual property portfolio
from DarkSpace's leading biogenetics R&D
company, she intercepted the content using a
preset phish tactic. Trojan slug never knew
the repository into which he was copying the
prized data was not his own.
Or did he?
That slight screech just now... a bad
mezzo-soprano sample or tires on asphalt?
Trojan slug's copy into the repository
proceeded; time-to-completion reflected tens
of minutes. She didn't have that luxury.
Jesse launched a parallel background
task to duplicate the repository to its ultimate Sino-owned destination, which would
wipe the original upon successful completion. She killed the laptop's wireless transmitter and ran a script that defeated all laptop safety circuits and stalled its fans.
Scraping noises came from the front of
the warehouse: unexpected guests, seeking
amusement. And here she was without any
party favors. A shame.
Have to create some then.
Jesse slid the laptop over to the halfrotted wall and ran one last script to trigger
an overcurrent feedback loop. She piled yellowed newspapers on top of the case and
ducked into the back shadows.
Modern laptops, when properly inspired,
were power-hungry beasts. Hers proved no
exception. It sizzled nicely, popped, and ignited the added tinder, which didn't take
long to spread. Black smoke billowed and
displaced the warehouse's dust and gloom.
Hope the party guests didn't mind the
stench; noxious enough to suffocate a grizzly.
Jesse slipped out a grimy window,
brushed herself off, and headed for a packed
club across the street. Soon some buff firemen would come perform their jobs—a devilishly pleasant thought. What girl could resist beefcake at its prime?

YOU. AND YOU KNOW HOW SHE GETS.
Rachel knew.
She clicked Delete, emptied the trash
folder.
Then, for good measure, she emptied it
again.
From her laptop, Jesse monitored progress of the hack. So far besides her, three
different slugs, each demonstrating various
levels of clearly inferior talent, pursued the
grand prize, likely for the same Sino-Viet
masters. They enjoyed doing that, those Sinos, spreading the one contract job across
multiple parties to lock out competing interests, inspire creative efficiency, and ensure
success. Others called it 'saturation bombing.'
The abandoned warehouse played perfect
host for this caper. The building was the last,
dilapidated structure scheduled for renovation at the heart of New Atlanta's fastestgrowing district. Peaceful. Totally undisturbed. No less than twelve wireless signals,
surreptitiously donated by the surrounding
hotels, afforded her near unconstrained net
access along with the added protection of
rapid access point hopping to avoid any
tracebacks.
Her lip curled at the thought. Not in their
wildest, wettest dreams could any slug successfully trace her.
This hack appeared simple enough.
Global Biogenomics had grown lax within
their corporate armor. The most auspicious
penetration seemed to be by the slug attempting a break-in via trojan antivirus update, an oldie but goodie Jesse had long
since bored of.
Whenever Jesse hacked, pleasure
abounded from deliberately triggering some
security interlocks just to kick up the difficulty level and learn a new trick or two. Now
she lurked, consigning the dirty grunt work
to the slugs while she relaxed to the muted
throb of electronica opera that emanated
from one of the swank hotel clubs.
The trojan slug succeeded. He actually
burned a precious moment to trip lock-outs
against the two other thieving parties.
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waited on her personally. She rewarded him
with some protracted flirting before she
placed her usual order.
"How's your husband?" love-struck kid
asked over the roar of milk frothing.
"Fine," Rachel said. Weeks ago she'd
claimed being married just to stop the kid
pestering her for an IM address. It wasn't a
total lie, technically.
"Why doesn't he come in with you? Some
kinda coffee allergy or something?"
"He... travels. A lot. He doesn't like going
anywhere when he's actually here in town."
"Oh. Guess not. Well, if you're ever
bored... want someone to do lunch with—"
"I know where you work." She winked at
him, keeping his hopes alive.
In return, he granted her his customary,
generous discount. It always paid dividends
to be the object of someone's affection.
Rachel tried.
Still, Rachel held her breath until her
She played Jesse from the week after the
wedding to the week before the breakup, debit card transaction cleared. Her meager
with mind wide open and spirit suitably balance was due to the fact she hadn't picked
darkened, the latter becoming easier as her up and deposited her recent paycheck—one
distaste for Edward grew. Interestingly, Jesse of several items she'd neglected over the last
not only adopted Rachel's personal idiosyn- two weeks of being out 'sick' due to the
crasies, she also became frustrated with Ra- breakup.
Behind her, the front door popped as the
chel's inability to fully immerse into character. In turn, Rachel's initial shock at lock engaged.
Rachel took her latte over and pushed on
DarkSpace's survival-necessitating violence,
depravity, and antisocial behavior soon the handle. The door banged but did not
open.
abated to grudging resignation.
"Lemme get that," love-struck kid said.
Try as she might, though, she couldn't put
He bounded over and slid in a key from
her heart into it.
When Jesse's not-so-subtle disdain segued the jingling mass on his belt. The mechanism
into blatant criticisms spewing from the ava, wouldn't budge.
"Weird. Like it's stuck or something."
Rachel stopped logging in. By then, Jesse's
Lights winked out across the shop. They
frequent scowl looked too much like Mom's.
Now Daysee had joined Jesse and Tara- plunged into the predawn gloom.
The kid glanced up. "What the—"
beth in Edward's clutches. She'd lost them
Rachel shrieked as several alarms split the
all. She felt like he'd ripped out three chunks
of her flesh and left behind festering air with deafening horn blasts and howling
wounds. Including, Rachel had to admit, wails. Her cup thudded off her foot.
"Back door," the kid said, screaming over
Jesse, the one character she thought she'd
never bond with; not unlike some foster the din. But it, too, stubbornly resisted the
child, unwanted initially but quickly come to key. "What's going on? Stupid security system's gone nuts."
fondness.
Rachel pressed her hands hard against her
The corner Starbucks opened at 6:30. Rachel got in at 6:15 because the kid working ears. In the back of her mind, Edward's voice
the drive-through had a crush on her. He droned his warning.
EDWARD: U LIKE HER?
Rache: Dunno yet. She's different.
EDWARD: ??
Rache: She's... cocky.
EDWARD: HAS 2 B 4 DARKSPACE.
W/O CONFIDENCE YOURE DEAD.
Rache: Dunno.
EDWARD: MADE HER JUST 4 U. SO
PLAY HER. AS U DO, SHELL LEARN.
WILL BECOME U. MAYBE U LEARN
FROM HER.
Rache: But she's dark. Evil.
EDWARD: SO NOTHING 2 LEARN
FROM EVIL, IS THAT IT?? PLAY HER.
PROMIS U WILL?
Rache: ...
EDWARD: PROMIS????
Rache: k
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shit ever happens.
Surprise!
Take a long snort of that coffee, girl, and
open those eyes wide. It's all real and you
have to face it. You have to face ME! Like
you promised. Like you really should do.
You can't run. Can't hide. I can go anywhere, do anything to make you keep that
promise.
Don't believe me yet? Watch the vid.
Though dragging the mouse pointer over
the snapvid felt like striking a match into an
open gas can, Rachel had to know. She had
to see the damage she'd caused.
She sucked a deep breath and clicked.
Toykyo nightlife jostled across every inch
of street space, all bathed in rainbow hues of
neon accented by the occasional silvery
strobe. The quest for revelry was on, with a
dizzying array of temptations and no time to
waste.
None of the avas looked familiar until the
view slowly panned around. When it halted,
Jesse's face glared back from the immaculate
expanse of an FAO Schwarz display window.
Rachel chewed her lip. How the hell did
Jesse leap from DarkSpace into PlaySpace?
None of the worlds intersected, and avas
were supposed to be encoded to prevent
crossovers. Yet there she stood, fronting the
world's largest display of Hello Kitty merchandise like some malevolent circus barker.
Jesse's reflection raised two fingers in a
reverse peace sign. She jabbed them back at
her ava eyes. Watch me!
The view shifted again to the street. Avas
parted before her as Jesse forded her way
along the packed sidewalk. Though her pace
was deliberate, she seemed in no particular
hurry—a mixture of window browsing and
casual sight-seeing masked the foulest of
intent. Rachel slid to the edge of her chair
and strained to look ahead through the
crowd, fearful of whom she might spot.
At a busy intersection, triple-decker buses
swooshed by; their exteriors gleamed with
non-stop anime and side-scrolling movie
scenes. Throngs waited on both sides of the
street for the safe-crossing indicator to illu-

SHES VERY UPSET WITH YOU. AND
YOU KNOW HOW SHE GETS.
"This is crazy." In the kid's squeaky
voice, panic overrode the alarm racket. "Let's
break glass and get the hell outta here. Come
on!"
"Do you have a server?" Rachel bellowed
at his retreating back.
"Am I a what?" He paused, shook his
head.
"Have a server? A store computer."
"Yeah. What about it?"
"With a broadband connection for wireless and security monitoring?"
"Right. In the storage closet. What—"
"Go shut it down." When his expression
reflected a preference for doing anything but,
she yelled, "All of it. Hurry!" He fumbled
for another key.
Rachel went and stood by the front door
with the other morning shift employee, a
lanky girl so terrified she looked about to
piss herself. Off in the distance, red-blue
strobes danced across building facades,
marking the rapid approach of the police response. Just about the time Rachel decided
she should raise her hands to avoid getting
shot by some trigger-happy cop, the alarms
silenced and the overhead lights blinked on.
Half an hour later, fresh latte in hand, she
trudged back to her apartment. The store
manager had been so grateful, she bestowed
free drinks for the next three months, whatever Rachel craved. The kid had been absolutely starry-eyed; his puppy-love crush super-sizing to full idolization. Rachel felt like
an arsonist, rewarded for helping extinguish
her own blaze.
As she feared, another new message
lurked in her Yahoo account. She choked on
seeing the sender name.
jesse@everywhere.net
Even worse, a snapvid accompanied the
e-mail. With a hesitant finger, she clicked on
the message first.
Rough morning? Too much excitement for
you? So sorry. Thought you'd gotten used to
such things. Oh, I forgot. You quit. Turned
your back. Tucked your tail and retreated to
your little fantasy world where none of this
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Rachel got the message: now, I'm watching you.
She couldn't help but glance over to the
end table where, resting beside her mom's
5x7 Glamour Shots portrait, sat car keys and
a cell phone, her latest, a black Motorola
VYPR.
Coincidence?
Hardly. Nothing escaped Jesse.
DarkSpace yielded no new clues. Upon
logging in, all Rachel could do was create a
new character since her account currently
controlled none. PlaySpace she avoided entirely. DreamSpace was no different than
DarkSpace: no available characters.
Somehow, she had to find and yank her
characters back from Edward, return them to
her control. Put a stop to this.
But how?
The helpwiki produced reams of entries in
response to a search for 'lost characters.'
Useless crap. Page after page of results
failed to address her particular situation. On
the eighth page she breezed past, caught herself, and then scrolled back to a short entry.
Stolen character or lost control of one?
Want it back? Leave word and contact info
at The Maltese Falcon. Be serious and no
bullshitting.
She reread the entry. Was it was some
kind of perverse joke or a tenuous hope? She
voted for the latter.
An hour later, she sat back and rubbed her
eyes. DreamSpace had nearly 450 establishments or locales somehow related to or
called The Maltese Falcon. How the hell was
she supposed to figure out which was the
correct one? Google and IMDB regurgitated
plenty of information about a movie she'd
never seen—never once was even tempted to
watch—but nothing resolved the mystery.
The afternoon waned. Rachel's throbbing
skull neared surrender. It had to be one of
them. But which?
What about something related, like other
places or other films? Wasn't Humphrey Bogart, star of The Maltese Falcon, more famous for a different movie?
She remembered, searched and, yes, there
was a bar named The Maltese Falcon in

minate. Jesse perched on the curb and stared
ahead, unmoving. Waiting. Playing her
twisted game.
Deliberately, so Rachel could watch,
Jesse brought up her cell phone and tapped
in digits. City noises shushed to the background. The call dialed.
The view leapt over the darting buses,
crossed the packed boulevard and focused on
smoked-glass double doors of a nondescript
nightclub squatting at street-level of some
soaring Toykyo hotel.
Daysee backed through the club doors,
laughing, gyrating, apparently for the benefit
of five leather-clad hoods trailing her. She
wore stiletto boots and fishnet that slid underneath her doubly-split microskirt. Obscene tattoos adorned every inch of her arms
and torso not covered by her chainmail halter
top. The number of piercings Daysee now
sported, Rachel couldn't count.
Apparently, a stiff breeze had whisked the
delicate cherry blossom quite far from the
mother tree.
The call completed. A cell phone trilled.
Daysee whirled, dug her phone out of her
waistband, snapped it up, and spoke. All
sound in the vid muted except for a slow,
soft beep that repeated.
The view zoomed downward to glance
over Daysee's shoulder. Her cherry-red Motorola VYPR slid into perspective. Its display bore only a cartoonish timer; the second
hand lurched backward on each progressively-louder beep.
Three seconds... two... one....
When the countdown reached zero, Rachel shut her eyes at the lightning flash that
saturated her computer's flat panel.
She opened them again on a scene of utter
chaos as wounded avas darted in every direction, dodging chunks of metal, burning
wrecks, and shattered ava bodies—total
panic in the heart of a senseless disaster. Except for one ava, who strolled away from the
carnage as if headed to a picnic. Jesse paused
long enough to glance back. She pointed one
finger at her nose followed by two unwaveringly at Rachel before she set off again.
The vid finished.
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information upfront. She did so, which
earned a gentle reproach from him about her
gullibility along with a promise of results
within the hour. Seventeen minutes later, his
next e-mail arrived bearing an embedded
snapvid and a brief commentary.
It appears you've done Tarabeth a favor.
She was being controlled, subjugated actually, by another character. Someone called
Midknight. Looks like he pimped her out. See
for yourself. Pretty over-the-top behavior for
DreamSpace, more suitable in DarkSpace
IMHO. Anyway, still working on Jesse and
will get back to you. Same fees apply.
Anticipating what she was about to view,
Rachel couldn't launch the vid. Several times
she reached for the mouse only to jerk up out
of the chair and walk away. Each time she
busied herself with various chores around
the apartment, drifting through rooms,
cleansers, and inconsequential thoughts. Finally, she forced herself to sit, steadied her
breathing and used two fingers to click.
Gentle swells, topped on occasion by
crowns of sea foam, rocked the 100-foot
yacht in the furnace of the noonday sun. Behind the yacht, magnificent structures, their
foundations anchored at the edge of the high
tide's lick, erupted off immaculate beach
sands and swept boldly heavenward. Aboard
the Desert Caress, a knot of bearded, dark
men, fully shrouded in thobs and ghoutras of
the Sunni tradition, clustered on the fantail
around another figure whose bare, white skin
reflected the sun's glare.
Though viewed from a distance, Rachel
knew the bare skin was Tarabeth's. She understood now that the corruption and defilement her avas suffered was a poisoned dagger aimed at her heart. Edward the wizard
played hard to win.
Wiping her mouth with the back of her
hand, Tarabeth stood and faced the man
she'd been kneeling before. Her flesh glistened with sweat and was totally bare except
for a hint of her orange thong. The Arab's
hand snapped up and clutched Tarabeth's
throat. He bellowed dissatisfaction to her
face before tossing her back to the deck like
a rag where, coughing and spluttering, she

Casablanca, DreamSpace. Score one for the
classic-challenged.
Ten minutes later, as a newly-created
character sporting a fresh ava, she delivered
her message to Sam, the bartender and resident crooner at The Maltese Falcon.
The follow-up e-mail came at 9:30 PM
from RickB@DreamSpace.com.
Ilsa? Nice. You've got some savvy. Anyway, lost 2 huh? Just so you know, it's called
'simnapping' in the virtual worlds. Nasty
business, too, since your case doesn't sound
like a dumb prank. Happy to do an initial
search and report back. If located, I assume
you want them returned? Let me know. And
send their setup profiles.
Rachel attached both character initialization profiles to her reply. Then, after pondering for a while, she mentioned that she just
wanted Jesse and Tarabeth whacked—a
clean, tidy break—if it could be arranged.
She sent the message, tried unsuccessfully to
sleep and spent several hours using VideoOn-Demand catching up on two Bogart
movies. At "start of a beautiful friendship"
she scolded herself for being remiss for far
too long.
In the morning, as her mind tormented her
with visions of free caramel-mocha lattes,
another RickB message greeted her grainy
eyes.
Jesse's quite an enigma. She's a true
rogue with absolutely nobody in control.
Hopping across the virtual worlds, too.
Damndest thing I've seen in a long time.
Which is my roundabout way of saying it's
going to take a while on her. I've located Tarabeth though and can do the job immediately. Saw your reply. My fee is 10 USD for
a single elimination, 100 USD for elimination without respawn, a permanent kill nobody can undo. There's a link below where
you can pay via the web. Decide and let me
know.
Crap.
Rachel chose the higher fee, confessed
her meager bank account situation, and requested advice. RickB countered with an offer to wait five days before hitting her debit
card, if she was willing to provide the card
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stomped the brake, and served to avoid an
ExxonMobil tanker truck exiting in front of
her. Her exit. The semi pealed off as she
zoomed by, accelerating.
Accelerating? Her foot still mashed the
brake pedal.
She swung to the far left lane, momentarily free of traffic, let off the brake and fished
for the gas pedal. Her sneaker stubbed the
side and then lodged underneath it. Pressure
mounted on her toes as the pedal depressed
further.
70... 75... 80....
Agony sizzled in her foot, with her toes
caught in a compressing nutcracker. Her
sneaker wouldn't budge. She fumbled for the
laces while trying to steady the Element.
Cars honked their displeasure as they
whizzed back on the right.
90... 95... 100....
Laces yanked loose and burned her fingers. She jerked upward on the sneaker's
tongue and then heaved her leg back. Her
hand tugged on her calf—anything—to extricate her smashed toes.
Up ahead, a picket line of cars stretched
across all lanes.
105... 110....
Her heel slammed back into the seat rail
as her foot wrenched from the shoe. Howling
its protest, the Element's engine erased the
gap between her and a Chrysler minivan
dead ahead. She stomped the brake with her
socked foot and felt the Element fishtail,
floundering in the conflicted physical forces.
100... 85... 70....
The Chrysler loomed. She braced for impact and fixated on the driver's upraised middle finger salute for her approach. Brakes
gone thermonuclear, the Element shuddered
to a pacing speed one foot off of the minivan's bumper. The irate driver swerved right.
The Element bounded back to 90 as Rachel let off the brake. Eyes burning, she
sneezed and gagged on the stench of an Iraqi
warzone, laced with charred metal, burning
rubber and toxic fumes. She punched the AC
button, caught herself and glanced again at
the dash.
The Element's bluetooth was engaged.

rose again to her knees and faced him.
The view collapsed into a sniper scope
perspective, complete with notched crosshairs. The angry Arab zoomed forward,
crosshairs centered on his glaring left eye.
For an instant, the crosshairs tracked the
bobbing iris, gauging and compensating for
the pitching motion of the Desert Caress.
Silently, Rachel implored the assassin's action—right now!—though she knew the contracted target remained out of sight.
The scope's focus blurred as it slid downward, crosshairs coming to rest above Tarabeth's right ear. Momentarily, the crosshairs
tracked the kill spot as her ear both bobbed
and slid rapidly forward and back, matching
the motions of her overeager labors.
The scope jerked. The vid finished.
Rachel prayed Tarabeth's bite reflex had
triggered upon impact.
Ten minutes later, she eased her key lime
Honda Element into light traffic on the interstate. Her bank was two exits up, and though
the usual end-of-month expenses threatened,
she'd made up her mind to blow $300 on
permanent character kills: two—with just
one now remaining—of her own, plus Midknight. Thanks to her coffee windfall, he was
now quite affordable. Even if he wasn't, at
this point, she'd swear off Starbucks to see it
done.
For a small bonus, maybe RickB could
deliver a special kill, something fitting for a
pimp bastard. Yeah. She'd have to ask.
Her VYPR bleated an annoying technojingle: inbound text message from unknown
sender.
Stupid Motorola ringtones.
She fumbled the cell out of her back
pocket, snapped it open, and scanned—
Jesse: Bravo. But it's not that easy. FINISH IT OR I WILL!!!
The cell bounced off the passenger seat
and tumbled onto the carpet, Jesse's threat
still glaring at her as it lay on its side. It
peeped as the bluetooth LED illuminated.
Rachel glanced around. What the hell was
it linking to?
She slammed back into the seat as the
Element surged ahead. Rachel screamed,
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And Jesse's threat still glared at her from
the bluetooth-active VYPR.
An F250 dualie with Yosemite Sam mud
flaps cut her off. She swerved right and felt
the Element's left tires briefly rise off the
pavement. Then Rachel held her breath as
she tried her best Cops pursuit impression
darting and weaving through a protracted
clot of vehicles. Left shoulder. Right shoulder. Bumper-skirting swerves. Knucklebiting tailgates. Nothing was out of bounds
as she juked at 120 MPH to freedom through
a maze of pokey obstructions, any of which
could send her and a crowd of people to the
ER or worse.
With a few seconds of clear roadway, she
scrabbled for the VYPR. It lay out of reach,
just off her fingertips. Rachel punched the
seatbelt release, jammed her left knee against
the steering wheel, and stretched for the cell.
Scooping it up, she just had time to mash the
brake at the rear of another knot of traffic.
One-handed, she fumbled the cell's back
cover off and flicked the battery over her
shoulder.
Bluetooth disengaged, the Element
coasted.
She spent the next two hours at a Chevron
station until the shakes finally subsided.
Upon hearing the chalkboard squeal erupt
from the Element's wheel wells, the concerned attendant speculated she needed a
brake job, real soon. After thanking him for
the gift of his mechanical genius, she
crawled back to her apartment via low speed,
stop-sign-infested side roads. She savored
every minute of the vapid drive.
One e-mail awaited her, not from Trykstr
or Jesse, though she'd anticipated another
jeer from both. It was from RickB, and his
words smacked her harder than any taunt
from the other two could.
Here's the scoop on Jesse. She's in
DreamSpace and I can get to her. The catch
is... I can't take her out, not permanently at
least. The other catch is she knows about me.
Disses me. Threatens me. It sounds nuts but I
don't think she's lying about what she's capable of. I don't know, Ilsa. Maybe you should
cut loose and forget all this. Turn it over to
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the authorities for them to clean up. Doesn't
seem like a game anymore.
She left the message on the screen, went
to the bath and stood under a blast of shower
spray until the hot water tank emptied.
Funny how, at first, the water felt like
heaven, so intensely addictive. Then, just
when she wanted it to last forever, it failed,
leaving her miserably cold and soggy, until
she slammed home the faucet knob and
snatched a towel.
You got in. You indulged... to ridiculous
excess. You forced yourself out.
Her reply to RickB flowed from her fingers the instant she sat behind the keyboard.
'It never was just a game. I didn't understand,
didn't realize that it's all real, in its own way.
No. I have to take care of this myself. Finish
what I started. Can you help?' Shivering, she
clicked Send and went to dry her hair. His
answer was there when she returned.
Seems either very astute or totally deranged. Maybe both. You've got more spunk
than I imagined. With Jesse, what I can do is
return control to you, which is, interestingly,
exactly what she wants. After that, you take
it from there. No charge for this one either.
Instead, I'd be happy knowing you can get
all this resolved to your own satisfaction.
Consider it my parting gift. I'm going to take
a break now, a nice long vacation, and figure out how to play my own 'game' better.
Hope you're really certain about this. Good
luck. Log in when you're ready.
Rachel had never felt surer about anything in her life.
She had one playable character waiting in
her DreamSpace account upon logging in.
As she selected Jesse and the landscape unfolded, the ava acted as if they were merely
resuming play from a previous day's session.
"He's in the tower," Jesse said, her flat,
emotionless words sliding from Rachel's
speakers.
The ava stood on marble steps, black and
polished to a sheen that perfectly reflected
the desert sun's intensity. She wore a sharply
cut navy suit, practical pumps, and no jewelry. Her hand clutched a slender attaché.
"It's damn hot," Jesse said. "Can we go
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commitments, responsibility, all that."
"Don't bother begging." Jesse extracted a
jet black Beretta Cheetah and tossed the attaché aside.
"Shut up, Jesse." Midknight spun. He
looked decades older than the last time she'd
seen the ava. "Let Rachel talk."
"Tell her," Jesse said.
"Tell me what?" Rachel's gaze flicked
from the speaker to the screen.
Midknight ducked his head into shadow,
backlit as he was by the day's glow. "You've
come a long way since we met. I have too.
It's not good enough, though, is it?"
"What do you mean?"
"You yearn for something, Rachel," he
said with a sigh. "Something you aren't ready
to have. And I want something I guess I
don't deserve. At least, not yet. Not for real."
Another sigh. "You showed that to me."
"Tell her, you shit," Jesse said.
"Yeah, I'm shit. Have been for quite a
while. Maybe one day, if I get lucky and I
care enough, I can change that." Midknight
raised his head and cocked it at her, his face
a mask of pity. "But what about you... what
are you, Rache?"
"Me?"
"I don't think you know. I don't think you
want to know. Why else would you hook up
with a shit bag like me... depend on me...
need me? Can you answer that?"
"I'm... I...." Her mouth found no words to
speak. In her mind, many distant worlds
swirled without aligning. In each, a piece of
her drifted, isolated from the others. With yet
more worlds to uncover. Perhaps countless
ones, all spiraling apart.
"Thought so," he said.
Jesse cocked the Beretta's slide with a
jerk. "So help me, I'll put every round where
it hurts you most. Tell her!"
He smiled like a man suddenly freed of
his foulest, chronic ache. "Finish it, Rache.
Finish your commitment between us."
Piano strains blanketed the room with a
tune now familiar to her.
"That game you abandoned two years
ago, it's time to go back and complete it," he
went on. "Your mother's right. You need a

inside?"
The marble stairs swept up to a five-story
lobby forming the eye-space of a tapered
needle that stabbed a hole in the wispy
clouds drifting far overhead. Burj Dubai
zealously defended its DreamSpace height
record, piling on new floors as necessary
when any competition even remotely threatened. Jesse went through mirrored-glass
doors into air-conditioned opulence.
Avas dotted the lobby, dressed in garbs
spanning the breadth of DreamSpace and
beyond. Nobody glanced even once at Jesse,
having no business with the somber business
she appeared to be about. An even greater
variety of worldly artifacts and unique treasures populated an endless array of display
cases scattered around. Jesse strode past
them into a mirrored hallway leading to the
main elevator bank.
Halfway through the hallway, she paused
and turned to face the wall. The mirror displayed a murky image, shadowy and incomplete, like a portrait sketched in a hurry and
then suddenly abandoned by its artist.
"I need to know. Can you do this... do
what you must?"
"Yes," Rachel whispered into the mic.
Jesse didn't budge. "I'm talking for real
now. Understand?"
Rachel swallowed hard. "For real."
Like a camera focused, the image in the
mirror sharpened into Jesse's form and grim
expression.
"Then, prove it."
Five different elevators, each adorned
more decadently than the one before, lifted
her upward in stages. The sixth seemed cast
from solid gold, and after Jesse palmed a security glass, it ushered her to the penthouse.
Midknight waited in the executive retreat,
arms clasped behind him as he gazed out
floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking an
ocean of white cotton. Jesse paused in the
doorway and unzipped the attaché.
"Nice to see you honoring your commitments," Midknight said without turning.
"It's over," Jesse said.
"Seems like such a little thing, really, but
you'd be amazed how critical it is in life:
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pistol.
Rachel squeezed the trigger. Two 9mm slugs
ripped through Midknight and shattered the glass
behind him, sucking him through the gaping maw.
She slammed into a mahogany desk and held on in
the roar of a hurricane as loose trinkets pelted her
in their hasty exit. Quickly, the gale abated to an
arctic calm. Breaths misting in the subfreezing air,
she staggered over and considered the impossible
drop.
"Almost there," Jesse said, somewhere from
behind.
The fundamental things apply, as time goes by.
Rachel stepped out.
"Bravo. Couldn't have done better myself."
Jesse's teeth chattered as terminal velocity neared.
"There may be hope for you yet. Don't think I
won't be watching either... willing to help, like it
or not, whenever you need me to. You know exactly where I'll be."
She said nothing else the long way down to the
burning sands.
After two days of hard driving and a warm, finally-came-to-your-senses greeting from Mom,
Rachel gazed into the mirror mounted above the
stained Formica vanity that she'd grown up with.
Though tired and disheveled, the reflection staring
back stood crisp and sharply defined—a seasoned
ava, ready to learn and experience. Eager to grow.
She grinned at her image.
"Hi, Daysee. Tarabeth. Hello to you too, Jesse.
Welcome to meatspace. Welcome home."
They all smiled back.

☯

real life before you're ready for any virtual ones.
Before they define you, trap you, warp and ruin
you, like they did me. So death do we now part,
my dear. And Don't. Play. It. Again."
You must remember this...
Jesse spread her feet apart. The Beretta clicked.
"No. Not like that," he said.
Jesse squeezed the trigger repeatedly, with the
same unsatisfactory result.
"I'm very impressed, Jesse." He smirked like an
embarrassed parent, proud of a daughter's particularly inspired delinquency. "You've grown in ways
I couldn't imagine. Exceeded my expectations and
wishes. And all for Rachel. You're a really good
bad girl.
"Unfortunately, you crossed the line, which I
can never allow. So I hacked that gun. When you
pull the trigger, it'll fire on only one target: yourself."
He reached under his left arm and slid out a
chrome pistol.
"You're it, Jesse; Rachel's last significant ava.
To finish this cleanly... properly... you need to be
unmade. Where she can watch. That means: your
gun, one headshot, no respawn, it's all over. And
this," he waved his own pistol, "is just in case you
disappoint me for your very last act."
His smirk vanished. "So what'll it be?"
Jesse glanced back at Rachel. "It's up to you.
Prove it."
The view shifted to first person.
Rachel raised the Beretta and pointed it at Midknight's heart. As Edward realized who faced him,
Midknight's eyes widened. He leveled the chrome
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Wingspan
by Aliya Whiteley

Illustrations © 2009 Martin Hanford

When the mass insanity struck life went on
as normal. It wasn't a gibbering, underpants
on your head, type of thing. It was subtly
different in everyone, and some people got it
worse than others, but generally it was just a
feeling that things were not the way we
thought they were. So if you looked at your
husband and his head had turned into an aubergine, you knew that it was the insanity—
coined 'the dribbles' by the newspapers—and
you could ignore it until it went away again.
I got it bad. And Terry's head hasn't yet
stopped being an aubergine, and the cat is
still singing the Queen of the Night aria from
The Magic Flute on the back fence at night,
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and the cutlery still cowers away and hisses
at me when I open the kitchen drawer. I try
not to think about it. I watch Terry's giant
purple head split open to reveal a soft white
pulp mouth as he tells me not to worry, and
it'll be like it once was soon. Except that it
hadn't been that good to start with. And now
I can't even bring myself to kiss him any
more.
Maybe this is my punishment for marrying him in the hope it would turn into the
kind of life I wanted. After all, he got over
the delusion that I was Blackpool Pleasure
Beach in a matter of days. He must be
stronger in his mind, somehow, mustn't he?
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I work as a cleaner in a large insurance
office in the centre of town. I work alone.
I used to be a social worker, but the dribbles put an end to that. The social order has
changed, you see. When I pass the tramps
and the drug addicts in doorways as I scuttle
along in the early hours to get to work, I
know they have the disease worse than me.
If I happen to see a smartly dressed commuter, I know they hardly have it at all. The
dribbling underclass is not made up solely of
people who never had a good start, never
went to university, never had the right colour
skin. The shivering wreck with the patchy
beard and the bloodshot eyes who lies on the
steps of the Natwest and always shouts
'Fore!' at me as I hurry past used to be the
manager there. He granted Terry and me our
first mortgage. I always find myself wondering if he used to be fond of golf. What does
he see when he looks at me? Am I a buggy
or a club? A diamond pattern sweater or a
little white ball?

Then the flowers start to pour from his body,
fluttering on to the road, red rose petals everywhere—so many petals come from him,
it's incredible, and the sweet smell is intense,
cloying.
There's the sound of a siren, two, getting
closer.
The pterodactyl looks at me, turns in the
direction of the sirens, then back to me. His
reptilian yellow eyes weigh possibilities.
Then he turns and squeezes his leathery body
back into the alley. I watch until his tail disappears.
Flamingo man, still on his knees, flails
with his arms. He catches my elbow, pulls
me down to him. 'Pocket,' he says. He falls
to the side, away from me, and his head hits
the road, making a noise like a knife plunging into a melon. Is that a real sound or not?
He sighs, a long long sigh that ends in a
chuckle. The sirens are very loud now. I
reach into his suit pocket, the one nearest to
me, and find a small white cardboard box.
'No,' he says.
I take the box and get back to my feet,
moving out of the range of his twitching bird
legs. They bang against the ground, jerking,
fitting. The police cars come into view—the
flashing sirens are bouncing beach balls. I
wait for them to arrive.

The spring sun has just made it over the
top of the buildings when I see the running
man emerging from the alley ahead. He has
the legs of a flamingo and he moves gracelessly, those pink sticks with knobbly knees
bending and straightening in a jerky rhythm.
From behind him comes a pterodactyl with a
small black gun held in one front paw. The
pterodactyl bellows, a tremendous noise like
metal grinding on metal, and the flamingo
man keeps running. As he gets nearer I can
hear him panting, 'no, no' in time with his
quick breaths. He's only a few steps away
from me when the gun fires.
It's a real sound. I really hear the eardrum-popping sound of a fired gun. I clap
my hands over my ears and flamingo man
drops to his knees in front of me, and the reality of it is thick, and strong, and horrible.

In the solitude of the office, standing by
the windows, all the computers smacking
their lips together and all the chairs performing star jumps, I take out the white cardboard
box and stare at it.
I didn't tell the police. I put this down in
part to the four officers present being grandfather clocks with annoyingly monotonous
ticks, and in part to my own stupidity. I am
really stupid to get involved with this, even
if the box is an adventure I've been longing
for, even if flamingo man did look at me as
if I was meant to have it.
One of the chairs star jumps over to me
and I knock it away. Then I open the box.
Inside is a blister pack of pills, thirty in
total, small and pink under the shiny blue
foil. And below the pack is a piece of paper
with tiny printed words upon it. I have to

He must love me more.
This morning, as he sleeps, I notice a
bruise on one side of his head. The purple
flesh is turning yellow. I'm hoping it doesn't
start to go mouldy. I think that might be the
nail in the coffin of our relationship.
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blunt from previous attempts to trim it, and
greenish gunk in the corners of his eyes that
look as if it hasn't been disturbed for weeks.
'Yes, brilliant,' I say.
'I'm so glad you're cured. I knew you'd get
over it eventually. I had faith in you.'
'Thanks,' I say. 'I really need a wee.'
I get up, put on my very boring brown
dressing gown which is no longer a gorilla
costume, and lock the door to the ensuite behind me. I sit on the toilet for a while, then
run some clear water from the tap-shaped
tap, and clean my teeth with the toothbrushshaped toothbrush.
I think of smooth-skinned aubergines, that
luscious purple flesh and how easy it is to
tell when one is rotten, going bad, the mould
spreading a little further every day.
The doorbell makes a doorbell noise.
'What time is it?' calls Terry in his annoyed voice.
'Past eleven,' I call back.
The doorbell does its predictable thing
again. 'I'll go,' I call. 'You stay put.' It's a
good excuse not to look at him as I hurry out
of the toilet and down the perfectly regular
stairs.

hold it close to my eyes to read it.
WARNING:
EXPERIMENTAL
ONE A DAY, TO BE TAKEN WITH A
FULL
GLASS
OF
WATER
24HR MONITORING OF PATIENT RECOMMENDED
I turned over the paper. In red pen, in a
rushed messy hand, were the words:
Bernie—leave the money with Mike, take
the stuff and kiss your Dribbles goodbye!
Glad we could help. Tom.
I'm not stupid. I'm just insane. And I
know what I'm holding in my hands. I pop
the first one from the packet and swallow it
down before it turns into a frog and hops
away. I pocket the blister pack and the card,
throw away the box, and skirt the jumping
chairs to get to the water cooler, which is
currently masquerading as a pottery vase.
I wonder many things as I clean: how
long it will take to start working; what the
side-effects will be; how I could have been
so lucky; how much money this secret drug
trades for; and where this apparent cure
could have originated from. It doesn't surprise me that flamingo man was killed over
it. The only thing that surprises me is how
little I care about what might happen to me. I
never knew how much I hated the dribbles
until I discovered that I didn't have to put up
with it for the rest of my life.
I clean and I wait. I clean, and I wait.

I don't recognise his face, but I recognise
the small black gun.
'Give them to me,' he says.
'What?'
'Don't play dumb with me. Gimme the
I preferred Terry with the head of an au- pills. I need the pills.' He's got big shoulders
under that sweaty tee shirt, and his nostrils
bergine.
Not that I've told him about the pills. The are flared wide. He holds the gun very still,
pills are a secret. I've taken twenty of them pointed at my chest, but his eyes move conso far. Ten days to go, and then I have no stantly over my face, from my forehead to
idea what might happen to me. Will the drib- my nose to my mouth and back to my forebles return or redouble? Will some horrible head again. I don't feel fear. I feel pity for
mental anguish afflict me? Or will I be cured this ex-pterodactyl.
'You've got it really bad?'
forever?
'What?' he says. 'No.'
I'm beginning to think 'cured' is a relative
'The dribbles.'
term.
'Just gimme the pills!'
'That was great,' says Terry. He rolls off
'I've taken most of them.' He groans. 'I'm
me, puts his face close to mine on the pillow,
our noses nearly touching. I can see black- sorry! But I have it too… Had it. Really bad.
heads lurking in the folds of his skin, the I mean really bad. My husband's head was
places he misses when he washes. He has an aubergine for years.'
His hand tightens around the gun, then
grey nasal hair sprouting in clumps, the ends
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drops to his side. 'Oh God. I'm so desperate.
I can't afford to buy more pills. I only found
out about them by accident. My boss was
talking to some model he's been dating, and
they were saying… they were saying….'
I put my hand out to him, on his broad
shoulder. He lets out a loud sob. 'I killed that
man for nothing. He was a dealer. I found
him, begged him to take everything, my
house, my car, but he laughed in my face,
said it was nowhere near enough. So I killed
him.'
'Why didn't you kill me too?'
He shook his head and his eyes finally
came to rest on mine. He smiled, a tiny upturn of his sad mouth. 'I couldn't,' he whispered. 'You're the most beautiful pterodactyl
I've ever seen.'
It's the best compliment of my life. 'Take
the pills,' I tell him. 'The ones that are left.
I'll get them for you.'
'It's no good. It only works if you take the
whole course. Then you're cured. If you take
less than the full amount, the effect is only
temporary.'
I hear Terry shuffling about at the top of
the stairs. 'Who is it?'
'Bye,' says the ex-pterodactyl. 'Thanks for
listening. Have a good life.' He presses a kiss
to my cheek and runs away, into the night.

once more, an aubergine.
It's more than that. It's a rotten aubergine,
the skin split and yellowed, the puffy flesh
turning black and the pulp oozing over the
collar of his shirt. The smell is disgusting. I
can't finish dinner, but that's okay, because
my pork chop has turned into a spatula and
my mashed potatoes are ladybirds, a pile of
them, lying on their backs, black legs wiggling, wriggling, moving fast and getting
nowhere.
So that's the reality. The truth.
I push back my chair and clear my throat.
'Terry,' I say. 'This marriage is over. Goodbye. Thanks for everything.'
The aubergine splits apart and grey
chunks run down the front of his shirt as he
says, 'Why? Hang on! Talk to me!'
'I don't belong with you any more,' I tell
him. 'I have a suspicion I never did. I can see
quite clearly that, no matter what everyone
else says, you're a rotten aubergine and I'm
an unhappy pterodactyl. I want to find out if
I can be happy. Perhaps on a plateau somewhere, with jungle plants, in a lost world. I
have a suspicion there'll be other dinosaurs
lurking behind the palm trees, but even if I'm
alone forever more, it'll be better than being
human, in this sane place, with you.'
Then I'm out of the house and running
down the yellow brick road, and the trees are
singing a medley from My Fair Lady, and
the stars are dollops of ice cream dripping
their sweetness on to my head, blessing me
with endless sugar, and I'm grateful, so
grateful, I sprout wings and fly.
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I need to know the reality of the situation.
The truth.
It's two days since I've thrown the rest of
the pills away, and I look up from my dinner,
over the cruet set, to find Terry's head is,
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Book Reviews
Paul Jessup, Open Your Eyes. Apex
Publications, 2009. Pp. 139. ISBN 9780982159606. $13.95.
Reviewed by Djibril Alayad
This is a strange little book, in so many ways. From
the exquisitely executed but deeply unsettling front
cover (by Daniele Cascone), through the frank, slightly
surreal but unrelentingly cold and logical prose, and to
the unclassifiable genre: the trappings of science fiction,
a level of fantastic realism, a paranoid mystery, and a
thoroughly story-driven core that relies on none of these
layers—Open Your Eyes defeats the expectations on all
fronts. As such, a title like this could only have been
published by the small press, and a particularly daring
and high quality small press like Apex Publications,
whose magazine Apex Digest has focused on the darker
side of science fiction for several years. If speculative
fiction is united by being "weird shit", this publication
shows a willingness not to eschew the weird. Author
Paul Jessup, for his part, has been published widely in
the small press, including some of the more prestigious
titles in the genre, and has a reputation for unusual,
edge-pushing work. This novella is no exception.
As the blurb and the opening pages of the novella
proclaim, this is the story of Ekhi, a starship pilot who
made love to a dying supernova and is now pregnant, a
baby galaxy coalescing, spinning and growing inside
her. Despite this, after the first two pages (and until the
dumbfounding climax), Ekhi is very much a bit player in
this story of posthuman space scavengers, intelligent
ships and sentient viruses.
The puppetmaster is the ancient captain, Itsasu, a
withered old crone who has preserved her body in a vat
of nutrients and controls both the ship's AI "heart" and a
small army of dolls via wires embedded in her nerves.
Aching and longing in this joyless condition, watching
the rest of the crew through electronic eyes, pining for
her centuries-dead husband, Itsasu is unable even to
masturbate, taking pleasure only from the endorphins the
ship's heart pumps into her chemical soup.
Mari is the cyborg navigator, half her face replaced
with silver, and caged mechanical butterflies in her
brain. Perhaps the only sympathetic character in the novella, it is she who rescues and nurses Ekhi when her
wrecked ship is salvaged, and she who drives almost all
the social interactions on the ship. Her lover Sugoi is a
stupid, violent, mean giant, one of the ship's mechanics;
the joker in the pack, he risks doing more harm to the
crew than any outside foe, but is ultimately too stupid to
be really dangerous. The other mechanic, his brother
Hodei, is a sexually frustrated and sulky teenager, physically terrorized by Sugoi and obsessed with a pornographic model from vintage magazines in his collection.
Many of the motivations in this story seem to be
about sex on one level or another, and in some ways this
is a little puerile, but it is at least convincing. Conversation between the characters is loaded, awkward, heavy
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with frustrated needs and inability to communicate. The
writing is equally heavy, now thick with hormonal passion, now fluid and sensuous, describing the vacuum of
space or the womb of the nutrient vat. Action scenes are
swift and sudden and brutal; betrayals as unexpected and
inexplicable to the reader as to the characters; hidden
agendas revealed or only hinted at by furious, selfrighteous, near-psychotic protagonists.
Much of the science in this science fiction book is
under-explained: what are basically magical effects are
given foreign-sounding names and mechanical clothes.
The linguistic virus, however, while not an original concept in itself, is handled better here than the Sumerian
virus in Stephenson's Snow Crash, and is genuinely horrifying rather than just faintly silly. In a far future with
interstellar travel, the technology would have to be completely transformed, unrecognizable to a 21st century
observer.
Although this is therefore a character-driven story
rather than a "scientific opera", the characters are perhaps the weak link in this novella. Very few of them are
sympathetic, and even less are terribly convincing. In
most cases we only know their motivations because they
tell us, and even that leaves us little wiser than before.
Dialogue is sometimes awkward because of the discomfort and disconnect between the characters; sometimes it
just feels awkward.
As well as the cover artwork, there are four or five
low-resolution prints of line drawings (by Judi Davidson) breaking up the text in this book. Three of these
images are of the posed bodies of sexy, naked women.
While these three women are indeed naked at some point
in the story, there are also lots of other very visual
scenes, so the focus on naked women seems unimaginative, retrograde, and unfortunate in this day and age.
Certainly the images feel a little superfluous as compared to the haunting cover.
There is an element of the surreal in this novella, but
apart from the unborn galaxy in Ekhi's womb, most of
the "weird shit" herein is soft science rather than wild
fantasy and twisted symbolism. The effect is much the
same either way, however, and this is where Jessup's
skill with weirdness and the absurd strengthen this book.
We are never allowed to forget that this is not our world,
that these people are not us, their concerns are not ours.
But their actions and motivations are not so random and
baffling as to be altogether unsympathetic and uninteresting.
While Open Your Eyes is in some ways a flawed
work, it is a daring one, and I am glad that publishers
like Apex exist to take a risk with titles like this. Their
editorial standards are very high—one or two textual
infelicities made it into the copy, but no actual typos that
I noticed. It may be that this volume's bizarre content is
never going to be bestseller material, but I certainly hope
that it does well enough to convince the publishers to
continue to take chances with excellent but unorthodox
fiction.
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Shock Totem 1: Curious Tales of the Macabre and whimsical. Two girls, one corpse, one bloody shovel is the
backdrop for what is surely the ultimate trivialisation of
Twisted. 2009. Pp. 100. ISBN 978-1448621743. $5.99.
murder most foul. It’s the almost nonchalant attitude of the
Reviewed by Steven Pirie
The news has been fairly bleak lately. With a number of characters and Yardley’s skill in merely brushing against the
short story venues closing down, or claiming hiatus as they seriousness of the situation that produces a tale in which the
try to ride out the ravages of the economy, it’s hard not to reader feels there’s an entire back story there lurking below
feel a sense of foreboding that the small press is creaking the surface. In this way, the story really engages the reader,
under the strain. Possibly it’s a brave heart, then, that seeks and the result is a thoroughly enjoyable vignette.
‘First Light’ by Les Berkley, is a lyrical tale of love and
to launch a new print magazine right now—and a propaying magazine at that—yet clearly the chaps and loss and life and death. This is a tale of gentler times, and I
found myself lost in Berkley’s rolling prose. “I would dig
chapesses behind Shock Totem are made of stern stuff.
I’ve followed the gestation of Shock Totem through vari- Claire’s grave where no corpse-light would burn… ride her
ous blogs and forums on the Internet, and I have to say I’ve mare under the fainting moon and remember.”
‘Complexity’, by Don D’Ammassa, is a tale of paranoia
been impressed with how the Shock Totem team have been
open to suggestion and criticism; freely admitting that this ultimately proved valid. There’s an irony in that the technolpublication is a new venture to them; happily taking guid- ogy Jake has grown to fear is the same technology he helped
ance from other editors who have been-there-and- done-that, create. The story is a fine read, problematic only in that the
yet still feeling confident enough to impress their own per- set up to Jake’s paranoia seems a little drawn out in places
sonalities upon the project throughout. There are lessons for and I found myself thinking long before the denouement:
‘Okay, I know this guy wants to be reclusive, is obsessive
us all, there, I’m sure.
And the result, I have to say, is pretty good. Shock Totem about ‘them’, is living in great fear, so I’d quite like to know
is a digest sized, perfect bound magazine, full colour front why now.’ Also, because of the structure of the tale, to reach
and back cover with stunning artwork by Robert Hoyem, the conclusion required long passages of exposition. If you
and with a black and white interior. At one hundred pages like that kind of writing (which you may guess I often find a
but with a relatively small font size, there’s enough content little ‘dry’) you’ll enjoy ‘Complexity’.
Pam L. Wallace's ‘Below the Surface’ is a tale of jealto match bigger rivals.
What’s different about this one from what’s already out ousy and betrayal between two sisters, one the queen and
there? I think it’s fair to say that Shock Totem has resisted the other bent on becoming queen. Set in an idyllic paradise,
the temptation to be radically different in any way. The con- the story quickly darkens to the horrific and becomes comtent follows a well tried formula of an opening editorial, pelling reading.
‘Slider’, by David Niall Wilson, is an odd tale of basefiction, interviews, reviews, a scattering of poetry and, at
least as a promise in future issues, non-fiction. Where it ball, a death (or three) and a curse. Despite the fact that
excels is in the obvious care and love in its production. This there’s a good deal of the esoteric in there—much of the
issue is a very strong base from which to build. And who nuance of American baseball will be lost on an international
knows, as it does build maybe it will evolve away from the audience—the tale is conversational and otherwise easy on
the eye, and despite the copious references to the game I
‘formula’ in ways even the Shock Totem team can’t yet see.
The fiction reads rather Americanised: this is hardly sur- was still able to follow the storyline.
‘The Dead March’, by Brian Rappatta, tells of Aaron
prising, perhaps, given all the authors featured are indeed
Americans. Whether this is by design or by coincidence I and his hardship at the hands of his drunken, abusive father.
can’t say, but it seems to me that on this showing the British Aaron can raise the dead with a single word, and the reader
writer writing quintessential British fiction, for example, wonders how long Aaron will endure his father’s abuse bemay find it hard to break into this market. Of course, future fore doing so to fight back. Ordinarily, I’m not a lover of
issues may already be filled with international content to zombie stories, but here Rappatta embellishes the tale with
prove me wrong. I hope so. Add to this that the Shock Totem enough emotion, enough interest in the living, that the zomteam have been known to delight in their high rejection to bieism is almost secondary to the story.
Kurt Newton's ‘Thirty-Two Scenes from a Dead
acceptance ratio of submitted stories—okay, that’s harsh—
delight in their high standards—if you, the writer, do make Hooker’s Mouth’ is unusual in structure in that it’s a tale in
reverse. It begins with Nikki’s death, and then follows backthe cut here you can probably feel some achievement.
‘Music Box’, by T.L. Morganfield has the honour of wards in scenes of her life, all the way through to her birth.
being Shock Totem’s first ever story. It’s a Chocky-esque Newton’s prose pulls no punches, and the odd structure
tale in which the turbulent relationship between two sen- works very well to produce a fascinating read.
The interviews are with John Skipp, Alan Robert, and
tient, malevolent ‘cuddly’ toys is paralleled with the equally
turbulent marriage of Cheryl and Kevin. It offers a some- William Ollie (the latter including an excerpt from Ollie’s
what bleak view of relationships, as both human and toy are novel KillerCon) and are interesting reads. The poetry is
systematically torn apart, one literally, one metaphorically, there... sorry, poetry and me are ships in the night.
There’s a nice touch at the end of Shock Totem in the
and there is little or no redemption for any of them. The
ending is particularly strong, and the reader is left fearing ‘Howling Through the Keyhole’ section in which the conthat the violence evident throughout is about to escalate to tributors are invited to talk about their motivations in writthe extreme. That Morganfield ends the tale just as this fear ing their stories. Such insights round things off nicely.
So, it’s a strong first issue. I think, given the Shock Tois to be recognised leaves the reader to decide what happens
next. If the reader is in the middle of a bad day, my guess is tem team’s willingness to improve, that if the magazine
manages to survive in such shallow-pocketed times as these,
there are kidneys and tubes everywhere!
Mercedes M. Yardley's ‘Murder for Beginners’ is a it may go on to be a big player in the small press arena.
Here’s hoping, and good luck to it.
delightfully understated tale that at times borders on the
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Bruce Golden, Evergreen. Zumaya Otherwords, 2009. Pp. 342. ISBN 9781934841327.
$17.95.
Reviewed by Carolyn Crow
Though he began working on Evergreen years
before the current explosion of public awareness
of global warming and environmental issues generally took root, Bruce Golden’s foray into the
forests of an alien world seems very timely. Yes,
there is an underlying environmental theme, but
the book is never preachy or pedagogical; despite
the fantastic milieu he’s created for the planet Evergreen, this is a true character story. It’s told from
several viewpoints, all the while exploring the
emotional bents of revenge, redemption, and obsession.
If you’re looking for lots of futuristic advanced
technology, this probably isn’t the book for you.
Evergreen is still a frontier planet where many
forms of technology are limited by solar activity
and the planet’s magnetic field. Solar power is the
colonists only form of energy other than muscle
and sweat. The colony was initially built on the
backs of its indentured lumberjacks, though “the
company” that owns the planetary mineral rights
has begun setting up mining operations.
A man known by the name of Gash is one of
these timber jockeys. He’s got a past he’s trying to
forget, and he makes use of the local narcotic to
ease his pain—until he’s recruited by the colonists
to join their insurrection against the company.
This rebellion, led by a colorful “pirate” of a saloon owner, is only one of several storylines that
crisscross and eventually converge for an almost
surrealistic climax.
The novel unfolds when an ancient artifact is
discovered on Evergreen, a heretic priest back on
Earth becomes convinced it’s the link that will
prove his theory about the existence of an extraterrestrial “City of God.” Dr. Nikira forms an expedition to Evergreen that includes renowned archaeology professor Luis Escobedo, his wife, Filamena, and his estranged son, Maximo. Unknown
to the professor, his wife has recently put an end to
a brief but passionate affair with Maximo, her
stepson. She chastises herself for the weakness
that led her to the affair, and is now determined to
stay true to her husband. However, when Maximo
unexpectedly joins the expedition, she must deal
with the constant temptation of his presence.
Traveling aboard the same ship that will take
them to Evergreen is Eamon, a young man
wracked by both guilt and a need for vengeance.
After years of searching, Eamon believes he’s finally tracked down the man responsible for his
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mother’s death. He intends to find the man and kill
him. In order to do so, he has contracted himself to
join the timber jockey workforce, which is made
up mostly of debtors and convicts. Though the
lessons he learns along the way may be a bit obvious, I still found the naivety of his character appealing.
At this future point of man’s exploration of
space, several inhabitable planets have been discovered, but, as yet, not a single intelligent species
outside of mankind has been found. However, an
exobiologist studying a primate species on Evergreen believes these “ursu” may be only thousands
of years away from evolving into a sort of primitive intelligence. She’ll discover these creatures
have a past as well as a future.
I found the ursu to be one of the most interesting facets of the book. Once their entire story was
told, it seemed to me, from a thematic point of
view, that they represented primitive man on
Earth. While the potential of the ursu’s intelligence is debatable, another intelligence on Evergreen is not. This one’s not so readily visible. I
won’t give it away, but this is the literary centerpiece that connects the various character pieces of
this tale, and brings them together at the end.
As for the relevant issue of the environment,
it’s not something Golden slaps you across the
face with. No character ever broaches it—there’s
no editorializing. But, by the end of the book,
questions have been raised in the reader’s mind:
Should mankind be allowed to do whatever it
wants with whatever planet it encounters? Should
we be able to do whatever we wants with planet
Earth?
One of the best aspects of this book is the way
Golden sets up each and every payoff. The foreshadowing is subtle, but it builds dramatically and
informatively. We get a little piece here, a tidbit
there, until the entirety of it unfolds. One obvious
example comes with the character of Gash, who
experiences mental flashbacks from the thing that
haunts him. Each time he flashes back, we get a
little bit more of what actually happened—what
led him to Evergreen.
Evergreen has everything you look for in a
great science fiction read. Believably tormented
characters, unique world-building, realistic dialogue, adventure, exploration, alien lifeforms, conflict, resolution, and topical content... by the time
the book ended, I only wished it were longer. I
wanted more of this alien world, and wanted to
know what happened to these characters next—at
least those who survived to the final page.
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